The eleventh hour of Eternal Now
Driven by the forces of love the fragments of the world attract each
other so that the wholesome world may come into being. Eleven represents
the stage of the Creative Process of vibrational Mastery. This is the
wavelength of Beauty, Inspiration, the Courage of the Heart and the Power
to build new bodies. So it came to pass that the field of possibilities, fallow
and waiting, drew just the right seeds unto itself for humankind’s long,
‘wake up’ evolutionary journey to become Conscious as a Co Creator. Was
this human destiny intended from the beginning? I think so.
Authentic spirituality is first about allowing your own heart and
mind to be
changed. It’s
about getting
your own
“Who” right.
Who is doing
the
perceiving?
Is it your
illusory,
separate self
or is it your
True Self, God
stuff?
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Human Beings, you and I, are designed to become a living,
breathing force for higher evolution.
At this very moment of Eternal Now, Humankind and planet earth
are in a massive shift of evolution. Many unsustainable practices, thoughts
and beliefs that humanity has outgrown are reluctant to give way to the
new way of being human that is taking shape. Like the monarch butterfly
caterpillar in the cocoon. A clash between the dying of the old story and
the arising of the new story.

Be awake to the enormity of what is
happening, both within each person and for
Life on Earth. Caring groups, whanau of
resonant frequency, continue to come together
for higher purpose. For life, vitality,
authenticity and True Purpose.
Last week I invited you to meditate and
keep a daily gratitude journal. That will, quite
naturally, unfurl more of your True Self.
This week I invite you to notice when you have been totally absorbed
in an activity. This could be gardening, cooking, dancing, singing, music,
dreaming, creating. And do more of that.
I also suggest that you write down two heartfelt reasons for being
alive. Keep those in mind. May you be well and happy.
With love
Skye

